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Abstract
Building on our successful Enterface 2014 project, MILLA (Multimodal Interactive
Language Learning Agent), and our conversational dialogue framework CARA, we
plan to implement a variety of language learning tasks and learner-focused
conversation in a companion application.
A fundamental challenge to modern language learners is the development of spoken
interaction skills. Current CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) applications
address the receptive skills (listening and reading) or comprehension, much like a
traditional listening or reading exercise. Pronunciation and intonation training can
aid speech production using recordings which the learner themself monitors or
indeed using automatic speech recognition (ASR) or pitch tracking to compare
learner speech to a model. Accuracy in syntax and breadth of vocabulary are
addressed with text-based tests or exercises. While all of these exercises are
valuable, they do not provide the vital spoken interaction a learner needs to
integrate these skills to become a confident user of the language.
Main tasks:
1. Design and implement language learning curriculum and learner profile in
CARA’s Java-based framework.
2. Further develop multi-modal fusion of affective and non-verbal signals to
allow the system to recognize learner states such as engagement, frustration
or boredom, in order to adapt system performance to the learner’s affective
state.
3. Refine pronunciation training model based on GOP (Goodness of
Pronunciation Algorithm) to provide focused training to learners with
different first languages.
4. Create appealing learner interface – GUI with embedded avatar.
5. Build a natural language conversation module, using learner history to allow
the system to engage in social conversations useful to each learner.
6. Add convincing affective elements (laughter, filled pauses, vocal gestures) to
TTS used in system, including creation of a library of interjections to be used
in conversation and as a motivating tool during exercises.

Project objectives
Languages cannot be taught – rather they are learned or acquired. Thus, the
function of a learning environment is to environment provide a setting and materials
in which a learner can most efficiently acquire communicative competence in the
target language. Tutors select and mediate activities and provide scaffolding and
monitoring for the learner. This way, learner autonomy is fostered while learners are
provided with suitable tasks to acquire all of the skills needed to successfully
communicate in a new language [1].
This project involves modelling aspects of a language tutor and learning environment
as a computer aided language learning (CALL) system. The system will be
implemented as a spoken dialogue system with multimodal inputs. In this project the
participants will be able to:
● Get experience in working with a variety of advanced input sensors, including
Kinect / Realsense, Leap hand sensors, and arousal measurement sensors
such as Q-sensors
● Work on integrating a combination of multiple input modalities to infer about
behavior and affective state of the user
● Participate in the process of spoken dialogue modelling, integration and
synchronization of different components in a complex human-computer
interaction system
● Design and implement individual CALL activities
● Design and implement an expanded tuition manager to monitor and guide
the user through multiple learning activities
● Learn to implement spoken dialogue agents
● Design and conduct and experiment for evaluation of a CALL system
Overall, the project will result in the implementation of several new language
learning modules and a learner management system which can direct the learner to
appropriate activities, monitor progress, and adapt ongoing activity depending on
the learner’s current state.

Background information
Computer assisted language learning (CALL) is used to create an artificial
environment containing tasks and activities to help learners attain their goals of
improving language skills. An excellent overview of uses of speech technology in
language education is given by Eskenazi [2], covering the use of ASR and TTS to
address specific tasks and implementations of complete tutoring systems. Ellis and
Bogart outline theories of language education / second language acquisition (SLA)
from the perspective of speech technology [3], while Chapelle provides an overview
of speech technology in language learning from the perspective of language
educators [4]. A broad introduction to spoken dialogue systems is given in Jokinen
and McTear [5]
Language learning is an increasingly important area of human and commercial
endeavour, and has been an early adopter of various technologies, with video and
audio courses available since the early days of audiovisual technology. Increasing
globalisation and migration coupled with the explosion in personal technology
ownership have increased the need for well designed, pedagogically oriented CALL
applications.
Many existing CALL activities function as provide learners with reading practice and
listening comprehension to improve accuracy in syntax and vocabulary, rather like
exercises in a textbook with speech added. Simple commercial pronunciation
tutoring applications range from ‘listen and repeat’ exercises without feedback or
with auto-feedback. On the other hand, in more sophisticated systems the learner’s
utterance is compared with the target and feedback is given on errors and strategies
to correct those errors. Interesting examples of spoken production training based on
speech technology where phoneme recognition is used to provide corrective
feedback on learner input include CMU’s Fluency [6], KTH’s Arthur [7] and Cabral et
al’s MySpeech [8]. Much effort has been put into creating speech activities which
allow learners to engage in spoken interaction with a conversational partner, the
most difficult competence for a learner to acquire independently, with attempts to
provide practice in spoken conversation (or texted chat) using chatbot systems
based on pattern matching (e.g. Pandorabots) [9]or statistically driven (e.g.
Cleverbot) [10] architectures.
Dialog systems using text and later speech have been successfully used to tutor
learners through a natural language interface in science and mathematics subjects,
relevant paradigms are AutoTutor [11] and ITSPOKE [12]. In language learning, early
systems such as VILTS [13] presented tasks and activities based on different themes
which were chosen by the user, while other systems concentrated on pronunciation
training via a conversational interface [7]. The use of gamification in educational
software is receiving a lot of attention as a method of increasing learner motivation.

In this project, MILLA’s existing core activities are expected to take advantage of
gamification by building a scoring and user record system.
CARAMILLA will allow for efficient and enjoyable language learning, encompassing
both of the traditional CALL modalities - tutor and tool. The self-access nature of the
system will promote learner autonomy. There will be a range of activities addressing
different needs and areas of learning. The social conversation functionality will
provide spoken input, and allow learners to interact naturally, fostering pragmatic
competence. Listening, cloze and comprehension activities and games will provide
relevant input at a level suitable for the learner, and aid noticing of relevant features
of the target language. In addition to the above features, an attractive interface and
gamification will aid in maintaining motivation and retaining the learner.

Detailed technical description
Overview of proposed system
Using knowledge gained from the MILLA project (eNTERFACE 14), participants will
design and develop the CaraMilla system upon the existing CARA interaction
platform developed by the Speech Communication Lab at Trinity College Dublin.
Figure 1 shows the general block diagram of the system.
A user interface will be developed by participants for the learner to interact with the
system, which includes an avatar and other GUI’s associated with the various
learning activities. The idea is for the avatar to act as the tutor. For example, she
would login or register the user, suggest and mediate activities (e.g. pronunciation
training tasks and chat), and monitor user progress. In addition to speech production
and recognition capabilities, the system will incorporate biometric sensors and
cameras to facilitate monitoring of the learner’s behavior and affect. Other types of
input modalities such as the recorded speech itself could also be used to infer highlevel information about the learner’s state. The system will also incorporate a
dialogue manager component which participants will use to design and build the
dialogue activities. The input data obtained during the interaction of the learner with
the system will be stored in a database as well as other information resulting from
the interaction such as the results obtained in the activities. This information can
then be used in monitoring learner’s progress within and across sessions. Finally, the
interaction platform links all these components and enables the synchronisation of
the flow of data and the decision about what processes to use in each stage.
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Figure 1 – General block diagram of the CaraMilla system
Component Description:
•

Tuition manager
The Tuition Manager (TM) guides the learner using a spoken dialogue system
and suggests learning activities based on their progress (chat is a possible
activity) at any point. These activities would be also monitored by the avatar
using dialogues. The leaner records include information about the learner
affective state and user progress across sessions, such as frustration and
failed answers respectively. Below is an example list of tasks of the TM:
1. Greet learners and get their identity.
2. Direct learner to specific interactive language learning activities.
3. Continue to receive updates from learner record and perform any
necessary actions when warranted.
4. Use learner record to trigger changing prompts, instructions, and
explanations on return visits to activities. For example, the first time a
user attempts a particular type of learning task, instructions will
necessarily be verbose, later on shorter prompts will be used.
5. Monitoring learner’s state and acting to avoid frustration, or to give hints.
6. Give progress report and sign learner out.

•

Interaction platform
We will use TCD’s Java CARA dialogue and interaction platform as a basis for
CaraMilla

•

Data capture devices

- Q sensor measures skin conductance, temperature, and motion to detect
user engagement, stress or excitement.
- Kinect which includes webcam, microphone array, depth sensor, and
software for gesture recognition, facial recognition and voice recognition
(http://www.xbox.com/en-IE/Kinect).
- Intel RealSense
- Leap Motion, a sensor for hand gesture (https://www.leapmotion.com)

•

ASR and TTS
The Cara platform can be configured to work with a range of TTS and ASR
systems. We are currently using Cereproc voices and CMU’s Sphinx Speech
recognition, but encourage participants to explore other solutions especially
if we create learning tasks for languages other than English.

Work plan and implementation schedule
A tentative timetable detailing the work to be done during the workshop is given
next.
Week 1: Familiarisation of participants with the hardware and software, set
goals, discuss ideas, draft plans and get to know each other.
Week 2: Design and implementation of tutoring framework and the language
learning activities - multilevel interaction with a tutor GUI/avatar
coordinating and monitoring the various learning activities available. The
team will provide existing activities to kickstart the system but participants
will be actively encouraged to add modules of their own design. Parallel work
on affective additions to system TTS.
Week 3: Design of user state monitor and adaptation of the system to the
user’s state using multimodal input devices and tools/software to infer
information about user affect and engagement.
Week 4: Testing and evaluation - the multilingual environment at eNTERFACE
should prove ideal for user evaluation.

Equipment
We will provide the CARA dialogue and interaction platform, Q sensors, Leap
sensors, and Kinect or Realsense.
We will expect partipants to bring their own laptops, and will need a room or large
table for team to work at.

Benefits of the research
This project will enable participants to:
•

•
•

Learn and gain practical experience on designing and building dialogue
system modules, multimodal user interfaces and multimodal signal
processing.
Learn about CALL systems, gamification and gain experience in the design,
implementation, and evaluation of CALL activities
Have valuable experience in working on a multidisciplinary multinational
team

Patricipant Profile
This is an interdisciplinary project and we welcome participants with skills or
interests in any of the following areas:
•

JAVA programming

•

Spoken Dialogue Systems, Chatbots

•

Automatic Speech Recognition or Synthesis

•

Processing of Multimodal Interaction

•

Language Learning and Teaching or Computer Assisted Language
Learning

While we will provide guidance on initial tasks, and strongly encourage
participants to engage in the design process and implement their own ideas.

Profile of team
Nick Campbell (nick@tcd,ie) is SFI Stokes Professor of Speech & Communication
Technology at Trinity College Dublin (The University of Dublin) in Ireland. He
received his Ph.D. degree in Experimental Psychology from the University of Sussex
in the U.K., and was previously engaged at the Japanese National Institute of
Information and Communications Technology, (as nick@nict.go.jp) and as Chief
Researcher in the Department of Acoustics and Speech Research, Advanced
Telecommunications Research Institute International (as nick@atr.jp), Kyoto, Japan,
where he also served as Research Director for the JST/CREST Expressive Speech
Processing and the SCOPE “Robot’s Ears” projects. He was first invited as a Research
Fellow at the IBM U.K. Scientific Centre, where he developed algorithms for speech
synthesis, and later at the AT&T Bell Laboratories, where he worked on the synthesis
of Japanese. He served as Senior Linguist at the 7 Edinburgh University Centre for
Speech Technology Research before joining ATR in 1990. His research interests are
based on large speech databases, and include nonverbal speech processing,
concatenative speech synthesis, and prosodic information modeling. He spends his
spare time working with postgraduate students as Visiting Professor at the School of
Information Science, Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST), Nara, Japan,
and was also Visiting Professor at Kobe University, Kobe, Japan for 10 years.
Benjamin R. Cowan is a Lecturer at the School of Information and Communication
Studies at University College Dublin. His research looks at the psychological impact
of speech interface design, specifically the role of impact of partner design and

behaviour on user language choice and partner models. He completed his PhD in
Usability Engineering at the University of Edinburgh and before joining UCD was a
Research Fellow at the University of Birmingham’s HCI Centre. He has published in a
number of leading HCI journals and conferences and is co-founder of Dublin’s
Creative Technologies Network and the Interaction Science SIG at CHI.
Emer Gilmartin is a Ph.D. candidate at the Speech Communication Lab at Trinity
College Dublin. She holds degrees in Engineering (B.E.(Mech)), Linguistics (M.Phil.),
and Speech and Language Processing (Post Grad. Dip.). She has twenty years of
experience in provision of second language learning at all levels - teaching, teacher
training, testing, and curriculum and materials design and distribution. Before she
moved to the field of Speech and Language Technology, she was the Executive
Manager of IILT, a campus company of Trinity College Dublin, managing Ireland’s
national programme for provision of language support to refugees, with direct
involvement at national level in the development of language provision to migrants
with all levels of language proficiency and needs ranging from basic literacy to
language competence for professional or academic purposes. Her current work is on
modelling real human spoken interaction beyond the simplified task-based dialogues
which have formed the basis for current dialogue technology.
Ketong Su is a Ph.D candidate at the Speech Communication Lab at Trinity College
Dublin. He works on dialogue system design and implementation in order to study
timing dynamics in human-machine interaction, and use this knowledge to improve
user experience in dialogue applications. He holds degrees in Communication and
Computer Engineering (B.Sc) and Distributed Systems (M.Sc). He is a highly
experienced software developer with several years industrial and commercial
experience, and is the main developer for TCD Speech Communication Lab’s CARA
interaction platform.
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